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JGATHERINE BRUSH HAD THIS IN 
ilhat interesting Sunday columri of hers: 
"People keep putting an 'i' in their 
pronunciation of 'helocopter' when there 
h't one.'' 
So I thought I must be wrong again, 
for I had always put an "i" in the word. 
So I looked it up, just to make sure. And, 
iust imagine! I found that Katherine was 
wrong and I was right. The dictionary had 
it "helicopter,'' and no other way. I must 
write X .atherine about that, if I don't for-
~ 
* * * I MAD SUPPOSED THAT "HELICOP· 
iber" was derived from the same root as 
~'1.ellum" having something to do with 
the sun. I thought perhaps someone had 
g,iven that flying machine its name be-
cause it rises toward the sun. But it isn't 
,that way at all. I found that the root of 
''helicopter" is the Latin "heljx," meaning 
spiral, or twisted. The Greeks also had a 
similar word for it. And the helicopter 
operates as a spirnl, boring its way "into 
!the atmosphere. 
* * * 
READING LISTS OF SLANG WORDS 
~quired by men in the· armed services 
and of the manner in which those words 
are ·used one might suppose that by the 
;time a man has been in the army, the 
navy or the marines a few weeks, oc at 
most a few months, he would habitually 
$peak in what would seem to the home 
folks like a foreign language. But while 
tile boys pick up a lot of slang peculiar 
to their seve,ral branches of service, it 
doesn't seem to affect their ordinary con .. 
•rsation much. 
* * * 
'AT ONE TIME OR ANOTHER I 
have met a good many soldiers, sailors 
end marines, some of them fifth-or 
ei.ghth-graders, .some of them .college 
men, men engaged in civil life in all sorts 
of occupations, and I neve,r noticed that 
their form of speech 'had be,en greatly 
affected by their military experience. I 
suppose military slang is about like other 
special slangs, being confined pretty 
much to the occupation in which it orig-
inated, and being dropped when the speak-
B' engages in general conversation. 
* * * TAKE RESTAURANT SLANG, FOR 
kistance. Its names and expressions are 
something fearful and wonderful, utterly 
unintelligible to the uninitiated. Yet the 
restaurant waitress who has cultivated 
that form of expression and who seems 
when giving an order to be talking Cjloc-
taw or Sanskrit, can drop into ordinary 
English with the greatest of ease. 
* * * 
ONCE IN NEW YORK I HAPPENED 
11s a matter of convenience to have break-
:fast at a Thompson restaurant every 
morning for a week or two. Usually the 
same waitress took my order. She had a 
lpw-toned, pleasant voice---contralto, I'd 
call it-and her English was as good as 
anybody's. She would make suggestions 
concerning the morning bill of fare much 
as any other human being might have 
done. 
Then she would go to the wicket and 
pass in the order to, the culinary depart-
ment. And what a transformation! The 
soft contralto voice became like SQme-
thing out of a boiler factory, rasping, 
resonant and metallic; and ham and 
eggs, or wheat cakes and coffee, were 
translated into gibberish. I used to vary 
my oTders just to see what she would 
make of it. But she had a weird name for 
everything on the list, and the alJ\azing 
thing was that no matter what I ordered, 
or what fantastic name sne gave to the 
order, I always got what I ordered, and 
in delivering it, the waitress subsided in· 
to her · original quiet personality. Was 
that . a case of double personality, or 
what?i 
• 
By W. P. Davies gis on that day. 1t would not dd to violate 
THE HERALD'S NEWS COLUMNS the law, but on the other hand, to observe 
eontained an account a day or two ago St. Andrew's day without haggis would 
et the gathering at the Scott home at be almost sacrilege. There were those 
Gilby on November 24 to celebrate the Canadians who held that haggis contains 
eightieth birthday anniversary of Mrs. meat, therefore it could not be served on 
John W. Scot~ who for many years has Tuesday. Others said that the meat 1n 
been a leader 1n the life of her communi· haggis Is merely "offal," and therefore 
tv. Years ago Mrs. Scott was a resident not subject to the Tuesday ban. 
of Grand Forks, but for more than a gen. What authorities Minister Gordon eon-
eratlon she has lived on the Gilby farm, sulted, and by what process of reasoning 
which was made famous by the energy he reached his conclusion are military 
and progressiveness of her late husband, secret.s, but as he 1s a Scot from Aber· 
:But, while sharing both the struggles and deen, his decision was that haggis JQight 
the triumphs of her husband, Mrs. Scott legally be eaten on Tues&,y, and St. 
made her own place in community life, Andrew's day was accordingly observed 
devoting herself energetically to the work in Canada in due form. 
of education and social betterment, in 
:which fields. she has continued her activl- * * * 
fly until reaching the age of four score, JUST BEFORE THANKSGIVING 
May her remaining years be filled with Howard Yanke}, of Brooklyn, brought 
bpplness. home two cbickens instead of the turkey 
* * * that h18 wife had expected for the holl-
FQR $EVEa.AL REASONS I HAVE day. She :pr<>Mflted and he retorted. In tile 
l9eeJi obliged ti: Ohlit publication 1n this heat of - artument, Howard struck Ida 
eolumn of ~ ot the verses contributed wife, Alt·· lbe ,Jlad ~ .arrested. B1at 
ltY readers.:'f't)!s ts one of the ttl\es,'\vlie ~n ti''CaSEt 1bs c$lled a court atten-
1 must depart from the usual practice. dant handed the magistrate a note from 
ln honor of Mrs. Scott, George S. Muir, Susan, Howard's wife, saying" that she 
an old friend and neighbor, wrote some wished to withdraw the complaint, as 
flnes for her anniversary, and I am gtvinr "Thanksgiving would not be Thanksgiv-
them hereWtth: ing without Howard." It is pleasant to * * * see how the ameliorating influence of 
GLORIOUS YEARS OJ!' LIVING. such a holiday brings happiness to ~-
:JIY George s. Muir. mes. 
IJlabty yea.r&--a heap Of living, / Joyous occa.slon for much thanksgiving, 
J'or hearth and home and an we love-
For Kith and lfin, and Heaven above-
J'or food and raiment, friends galore 
Tbrough sickness or health lince da)'8 
of yore 
Who learned, 1n spite of wars' alarms 
To reepect her talents and her charms. 
Vnatlntlng helper In word and deed, 
Untiring In the hour of need. 
J'atth!ul allke to church and schools 
Playing the game In accord with the 
rules. 
F~very movement to amend, 
Uplift and elevate the moral trend. 
Aaamst-whatever ills debase 
And brutalize the human race. 
Twere hard indeed to find a}lOther 
More model neighbor, wife, friend or 
mother. 
Rewing to the line, with zeal alight 
To guide the children'• footsteps aright. 
Respected and admired by all 
From adults down to children small. 
So-huge and gay was the birthday cake 
With mlrt.b. and song 'tlll the rafters 
shake, 
With birthday greettnp from far and 
near 
TD add goodwill to the day'" good cheer 
W a host of fr1enda to join In 'lbanks-
givln1 
l'or four sco.re alOl'foul yean of living. 
• • * 
'l'QESJl)AY OI' '111JS WEEK, NOVEM-
• . 80, was St. .Anc!Mvs day, celebrated 
\Vi1h appropriate ceremonies wherever a 
few Scots can get together. One of the 
Viands usually served at gatherings on 
that day Is haggis, generally accepted as 
the national dish of Scotland, and the 
subject of a poem by the Scottish bard, 
Bums . 
.Anet· In t.bat connection there arose in 
Canada a lmotty problem which had to 
M'«>lved by Donald Gordon, the Canadian 
IDlblste.r 1n ch a r § e of rationing. 
In Canada, Tuesday Js a meatless day, 
and there arose the question whether or 
nermi hi"' tn "'A''"'"" r,. 
Br W. P. Davies 
IN THE DAYS WHEN EVERYONE 
drove by automobile, and drove it as oft-
en, and as far, . and at almost whatever 
rate he pleased, there was prevalent the 
belief that an engine operated more 
~oothly at night than in the daytime. 
This wu usually e,tplained on the ground 
that night air was likely to contain a 
greater percentage of moisture. While 
that was not invariably true, it was usual-
ly so, and on the basis of the popular be-
lief that an engine performed best on a 
cool summer night alter a hot day some 
axperiments were made S. the injection 
of. small qwmtities of water into the en-
gine'• aJr.stn!am. Whatever was learned 
'from° 5udi expei:im.ents seems not _, have 
JMien ~• ct! ~eient importance to 
~
g,s·: engine ~gn th$.t 
 de lor' use of fitifl b1 the 
OJ1 ~. At least . such 
aanges were not made in the equipment 
of ordinary e6rs. 
* * * NOW rr APPl'!ARS THAT MANY OF 
our military planes have their engines 
equipped with water injectors. Water is 
not supplied while the engine is operating 
normally, but when an extra burst of 
speed is desired the injector, which op-
erates as a supercharger, is brought into 
use by means of a switch and a small 
jet of water is sprayed uito the air 
stream. On reaching the hot combustion 
chamber the water is converted into 
steam, the expansion of which gives in· 
creased power to the engine. Thus, at a 
critical moment the pilot can increase the 
speed of his plane enough to escape from 
a pur:suing enemy or t~ overtake a fugi• 
tive. 
* * * THIS USE OF WATER AS AN EMER-
genay propelling powet is no crac~-
brabi~ inventor's dream. but something 
that has been so thorougWy tested, and 
with such satisfactory results, that the 
areat Pratt and Whitnw company, in 
whoee laboratories the expeth'rients were 
begqn about a year ago, manufactured 
1,()()0 of the injectors on US own respon, 
sibillty, pen~ng approval by the military 
autb.erities. Such approval was presently 
given and the injeet:01\9 are now in mass 
production. A representative of the firm 
was sent to England and he has already 
install~ the superchargers on many 
American planes, especially those of the 
fighter type. Knowledge of the device 
was maintained for some time as , mili-
tary secret, but apparently the- need for 
secrecy no longer exists and the facts 
have been made public. 
* * * IN A HARDWARE STORE THE OTH· 
er day I picked up a little wooden du&t 
pan and 8$ked th'} proprietor why they 
were malting them of wood. The answer 
was, "Because we can't get metal." i: was 
told that the little metal dust pan that 
sold for a dime was more serviceable, 
but, said the hardware man, "We have 
to take what we oan get." And the price 
-it was several times a dime. I suppose 
that a dust pan, while a convenient thing 
ha ound Is not one of the 
indispensables. With a little ingenuity 
the sweepings can be maneuvered 1onto 
art old newspaper, or perhaps swept out 
of doors. But, in its own way and up to 
a certain point the dust pan is symbolic 
of a certain standard of living. Argue 
as we may about it, we have stepped 
down a rung from our accustomed stand-
ard of living, or living costs more, or 
both. 
* * * 
THE NUMBER OF THANKSGIVING 
traffic deaths was smaller this year than 
last, and smaller than wu expect~ on 
the basis of last year's rt!8'Ult.e, Holl41,'y 
accidents are likely to be mor, numemus 
than on other days, not because there is 
anything malignant about the holiday but 
cldefly because under ordinary clrcum· 
~there are more &ts 'on 'Qle road 
ott a hottday than o# ~ ,~. Dtll law 
of averages appll~ ~e, and there ii, the 
further fact that the more cars there. are 
the more congestion there is, consequent, 
ly the hazard is increased. Also, bad -4 
conditions may increase the number of 
accidents. lf the roads are just a little 
slippery, there are likely to &e more accl• 
dents, but if they are so bad that no one 
will venture out, accidents will be fewer. 
-· 
By W. P. Da~ie.s reading rooms, and so forth, and after 
the war such collections will be more or 
less . intact. There will be -a vast amount 
of reading matter, or varying quality, 
which could still be useful if it could be 
made available to those· in a posltion o 
use it · 
• * * 
I HAVE-ALWAYS HAD A HIGH RE-
prd for the National Geog,raphic maga .. 
zine • . lts descriptive articles are both in-
formative and entertaining, its · pictures . 
u-e-· superb, and the. maps which it issues 
~om-· time to. time are of great help , in 
these days when the scene changes so 
. rapidly. I was shocked, therefore, in · A CIRCULAR LE'ITER ~ROM 10• 
looRing ·over the map of the world ac- seph Couter, 191 Arsenal St., Water• 
. qompany~ng the December Geographic to t?wn, Mass., calls attention to. this sltua-
. :fi~d . that although it is stated that Rrin- tion and offers some constructive sugges-
cipct:l: _ railways are shown in red, and the · tions. Mr . . Couter writes that there .are 
:United States map is traversed by many 35,000,000 of the .popu.Iation of t~e Umted 
red Unes,. there is nothing to indicate the States who have no llbrary sex:vice what-
,xistence of the Great Northern railway ever, and that 457,414 of the people. of 
unles.,· the red line running east of the North Dakota are without such service. 
Red riv~r to Winnipeg is intended to rep- He suggests the. crea~ion ot a ':National 
yesent-tlie St. Vincent branch of that road. Veterans Memorial Library, with br~n-
* * * ches in every state and sub-branches ~in 
NAT.UR ALL y A MAP OF THE every community without . library service . 
. world, drawn on the scale of 632 miles . * * * 
per inch cannot show all the minor rail- INVITING . CORRESPONDENCE ON . 
ways of the world, but most of. us have the subject Mr. Couter writes: 
supposed the Great Northern to be a road "We believe the most practical library 
of more than minor importance. It is as for any community, outside of any large 
~ansoonti-nental'' as the Union Paciiic city, is a . small properly housed, collec-
or. any of .the· other roads reaching the tion of carefully selected books · requiring 
Pacific. Its builder was recognized as one very little cash for its maintenance,. anf} 
of the railway geniuses. of his era. His- that can,· by · frequent .exchange of books 
torically, · industrially and commercially with a c~ntral depot in the state, be guar-
the road takes high rank, and the terri- anteed a constant supply of good reading 
tory which it serves is one of the richest matter at all times. In the smaller .sec-
on the eontinent. tions free rent, free light, ·free· heat, and 
* . * * fre-e service is pos~ible. Through being a 
AS A RESULT OF TI:J;IS OMISSION "Veterans .Memorial" it will receive a sup-
Crand -Forks, Williston, Havre,. Kalispell port and a loyalty of a majority of our 
and . ·other Great Northern towns are peop~e that . will contribute largely to its 
shown without _railway conections. Du- support. Thus making it unnecessary. to 
luth, ·at the head of the. lakes, is shown place any tax on the people.'' 
without a railroad. Minot is shown · with 
~>ne road .. running diagonally from the 
-~orthern Pacific main line into . Canada. 
Only, the Soo does that, and the Soo ls 
, -subsidiary_ of the Canadian_ Pacific, and 
•ot a '·'principal railway." · 
* * * 
~E MAP, O;F COURSE, IS NOT IN-
tended as a railway map, but without 
g~eater ~re ih . the selection· it would 
have been better to leave out the rail-
ways altogether. The present treatment is 
misleading. ·While unfortunate, this omis· 
aion does not detract'4rom the value of 
the. map_ in its presentation of the several 
territories of the world in their relation 
to each. other, and I have no doubt that . 
this . feature is in keeping with the merit-
ed reputation of the Geographic's cartog-
:,aphers. for accuracy. 
* * * THERE HAVE BEEN COLLECTED 
lor the use of our service men and wom-
en some 25 or 30 million ' books. What is 
to. become of that collection after the 
war? Many of the books' have passed in-
~ the hands of individual soldiers and 
sailors, and in the exigencies of war many 
of Jhem will be lost. But a great number 
~e· placed in post and· other libraries-
By W. P. Davies stronger. It has entered the field of eco-
SELF HELP VERSUS PATERNAL· nomics and international relations. There 
is the same desire as before to ·improve ism. 
In the early days of foreign missions the lot and raise ,the standards of peoples 
who a1;"e considered backward, and there 
are man~ among those who are moved 
by that desire who have not yet learned 
the lessons which leaders in the religious 
field learned long ago. They have yet to 
learn that what we choose to call civiliza-
tion cannot effectively be imposed from 
without, but must be built from within. 
much time was lost and much earnest 
effort wasted in the task of imposing on 
the heathen theology which they could 
not understand and customs w~olly con-
trary to their experience. The results in 
many cases w~re similar to those which 
might be expected from the transplant-
ing of a tree by wrenching it from the 
ground, stripping it of most of its roots 
and shaking loose from it all the familiar 
earth in which it had grown. A tree so 
treated might retain the appearance of 
life for a brief time, but soon it would 
wither and die. 
·* * * BY NO MEANS DID ALL OF THE 
early missionaries 'fall into this kind of . 
error. But those who did failed uniform-
ly to achieve more than temporary and 
superficial results. New and strange 
forms, made attractive by gifts of ma-
terial things and promises of further 
benefits were adopted and practiced, and 
· whole tribes were thus ''converted," only 
to revert to their original beliefs and' 
practices when the influenced which had 
inducted them· to change . were with-
drawn. 
* * * 
MODERN MISSIONS AS A RULE 
are conducted on a different basis. In 
their operation · less emphasis is placed 
on the element o.f paternalism and more 
on that of self help. Those whom it is 
desired to .influence are shown that the 
religion to which their attention is di-
·rected is one of universal breadth and 
depth, applicable to every constructive 
way of Ufe and to every humane tradi-
tion. Those to whom it is offered are in-
vited, not to accept a sudden transfor-
mation imposed from without, but to 
•ake the most of the best that there is 
ill themselves and thus to promote their 
own healthy growth through their own 
roots and from their own familiar soil. 
Results achieved in this manner have 
been less spectacular than some of those 
of the past, but they have been more 
wholesome and more enduring. 
) * * * 
THE MISSIONARY SPIRIT IS AS 
strong today as it ever was, perhaps 
* * * 
AN ILLUSTRATION OF THIS IS 
found in the experience of several man-
agers of American enterprises establish-
ed in some of the Latin American coun-
tries. In employing the native labor that 
they needed they were shocked to learn 
of the insignificant wages, · sometimes 
only a few cents per day, ordinarly paid 
such laborers. Generously they doubled 
the wage. The workmen, earning what 
had been two weeks' wages in one week, 
remained idle every other week. They 
saw no reason to work while they had 
money on which to live. Such devices 
failed because they did not take intb ac-
count the whole background of the peon 
and his customary way of life. 
* * . * 
SIMILARLY, IF SOME OF THE NUM-
erous plans for uplifting the foreigner 
after the war are carried into effect they 
also will fail. The Russian peasant, the 
Chinese tiller of a few square yards of 
land, the Latin American peon, the Sicil-
ian mountaineer, each has a way of life 
and a set of traditions which are his, and 
which he will not willingly relinquish. If 
he is paid enough for doing so he may 
suspend them temporarily, but when the 
purse from which he is paid is empty or 
closed, he will revert to his old ways. 
* * * 
NATIONS THAT ARE RICH AND 
p0\•1erful, that have made amazing pro-
gress in making the forces of nature 
minister to their comfort and the gratifi• 
cation of their tastes have a responsi· 
bility toward those who have not made 
like progress. But their responsipility is 
not that of imposing their customs on 
others, either by force or by donations.-
It is rather in the creation for those 
whom they would benefit of opportuni-
ties for the kind of progress that can be 
achieved only by the labor and through 
the will of those who are to advance. 
a, W. P. Davies 
ESTIMATES HA VE BEEN MADE BY 
the federal fuel-rationing agency of the 
percentage of fuel oil required for the 
season which would normally be used by 
the end of different periods in the season. 
:These estimates have been adapted to 
the Red river valley, being based on ex-
pectation of average weather conditions. 
:The county ration board has issued a 
atatement presenting those estimates as 
applied to this area. According to the 
computations made the householder 
1Bhould have used by December 3 not 
:inore than 20 per cent of the oil which 
-ill be required for the entire season, 
having, of coUl'Be, 80 per~ent still avail-
Cl-ble. Other percentages are given for 
different periods during the winter, 
* * * 
I WAS SUFFICIENTLY INTEREST-
ed in the published statement, to check 
against it my own actual experience in 
14 aeasons of oil consumption. An exact 
eheck is impossible, as I do not keep a 
day-by-day record of oil consumption, but 
a fair appro~te is possible. 
Mine is a 260-gallon tank, and I buy 
In 200-gallon lots as the supply in the 
tank nears exhaustion, making a record 
lDf the quantity and date of each pur-
Clhase. Naturally, purchases are not made 
on the same day of the month, the time 
often varying by a week or more, but I 
have made as close an estimate as pos-
1ible 1n order to bring consumption in 
,ach year to December 1. 
I .find that my percentages for the 
,eriod up to December 1 or thereabout 
•e materially higher than those of the 
fovernment. that ls, except for one year, have always used more of my season's 
,n by December 1 than the 20 per cent 
'Which the government thinks would be 
J)>out righ,t. This :nlay be due in part to 
the fact that whereas the government 
begins its fuel aeason on October 1, I 
begin mine on September 1. The gov-
ernment's estimate, therefore, is based 
on October and November, whereas mine 
IBcludes ieptember, October and No-Yember. . • 
* * • 
ON DECEMBER 1, 1980, I HAD USED 
In the three preceding months 26 per 
cent of the oil which I used during that 
entire tall, winter and spring season. 
Percentages for tile corresponding date 
each year follow: • 
1931. 20; 1932, 28; 1933, 25; 1934, 25; 
1935, 29; 1936, 25; 1987, 25; 1938, 31; 
1939, 23; 1940, 25; 1941, 35; 1942, 31; 
1943, 29. 
'lbe percentage for this season is based 
on the allotment made by the ration 
board .for the year. For all the other 
yean actual consumption for the period 
and . tilt :v~ la V#d 1n maklne the cal-
cuktlo:n. 'lhe avlrage for the. 14 years 
II Within a amall decimal of 71 per cent. 
* * * 
1T WILL BE SEEN THAT THERE IS 
:Wide variation in tM Q..Onsumptlon for 
the fall period in the several years, the 
range being from 20 to 35 per cent. The 
record also shows similar differences in 
consumption for conesponding periods, 
winter, spring, or month by month, in 
the several years. Such differences are 
due to varying weather conditions which 
cannot be foreseen and which may occur 
at any time of the year, regardless of 
charts and statistics. 
* * * NOT ONLY DO CORRESPONDING 
periods in different years vary greatly 
in their fuel demands, but there are sim• 
ilar variations in total demand year by 
year. I find that in one year my fuel 
consumption was 25 per cent greater, 
and in another 15 per cent less than the 
average for the 14 years. This was in 
the same house, with the same heating 
plant, and which no factors other than 
weather which would create demand for 
more or less fuel. We may be reasonably 
certain, however, that it isn't safe to be 
lavish with fuel because the weather at 
tlie moment happens to be mild. A mild 
January may be followed by cold weath-
er which lasts into June. It did just about 
that last spring. 
By W. P. Davies 
MRS. JEROME EVANSON, Diij.EC-
tor of the department of junior education 
of the North Dakota Farmers Union, 
who served as secretary of the Youth 
conference recently held at Fort Totten, 
writes that the conference did not, as re-
ported, resolve that "provisions should 
be made for equal distribution of the 
world's wealth in post-war planning." 
11.I'he subject discussed, Mrs. Evanson 
gays, was "more equitable distribution 
of the world's wealth in goods and serv• 
tees" in a post-war worJ d. 
* * * 
COMMENT ON THE SUBJ E-C T 
which was made in this column was based 
on a previously published news report of 
the conference proceedings which con-
liained the phraseology "equal distribu-
tion of the world's wealth," and which 
was published just as received. The cor-
respondent may have confused the 
words "equitable" and "equal." 
* * * 
IN A MAGAZINE ARTICLE ONE DR. 
Petersen of Chicago, is quoted on the sub-
ject of the influence of weather on health. 
When a cold spell passed over Chicago, 
says Dr. Petersen, it caused a definite, 
though different reaction in several of 
his patients. One patient's acidity increas-
ed; a woman suffered a strong emotion-
al disturbance; a man complained of mys-
terious fatigue and headache; another pa-
tient suddenly gained weight; another 
had a fainting spell; a severe infection 
suddenly flared up in still another; and 
a tuberculosis victim suffered a hemor-
rhage. 
* * * I ALL THE ABOVE REACTIONS DR. 
Petersen attributes to the weather 
change. But why? How does Mr. Peter-
sen, or anybody else, know that the 
weather had anything to do with them? 
Seven individual cases are cited,~ all of 
different types. The symptoms in each 
might have developed from any one of 
many I causes totally independent of 
weather, and such symptoms are develop-
ing all over the country in all kinds of 
weather. I suppose that any physician on 
any day might notice that one patient 
had nose-bleed, another's ulcers gave him 
unusual trouble, and another broke a leg, 
regardless of whether the day was hot 
or cold, clear or cloudy. 
* * * 
THAT 1S NOT TO SAY THAT 
weather has no influence on health. 
There are many evidences that it has 
considerable influence. But what~ver 
that influence is cannot be established by 
the record in isolated cases, each of 
which may have been governed by cau-
ses other than weather and which are 
duplicated in all sorts of weather. 
* * * 
DR. PETERSEN'S METHOD OF 
reaching conclusions reminds me of the 
story of the man who stacked hay .on 
Sunday. He had a big field of hay whu:h 
he was anxious to get stacked before ram 
fell. But Saturday night came with the 
last stack only half finished. Sunday 
morning rain was threatened. The farm-
er was a strict observer of the Sabbath 
but he felt that he couldn't afford to lose 
that hay. With great misgivings he began 
stacking on Sunday. But the weather 
cleared, all signs of rain va~ishe<l, and 
the work was suspended , until Monday, 
when the stack was finished. 
* * * 
WHAT DO YOU SUPPOSE HAP-
pened? The bottom part of the stack 
kept perfectly. So did the top. But the 
middle, that had been stacked on Sun-
day, spoiled. Naturally the farmer inter-
preted that as a warning from Providence 
not to stack hay on Sunday, and he never 
did it again. Why did the hay spoil? I 
don't know. Perhaps that lot was too 
damp. Perhaps a miracle was performed. 
But that isolated case was not sufficient 
to warrant a general conclusion to be 
drawn from it. And perhaps the thing 
never happened; I wasn't there. __ __, 
By W. P. Davies 
I BROWSING THROUGH A FILE OF 
.,_e Herald for the winter of 1892-93 in 
,search of an old story I came across sev-
eral other bits of information which re· 
called Grand Forks as it was half a cen-
tury ago. Among other things there 
were accoW1ts of meetings of the Cham-
ber of Commerce of that time. The or-
ganiz.ation had been effected a year or 
two earlier, had languished and had been 
reorganized, with Geo. B. Clifford, presi· 
dent; Geo. B. Winship, vice president; 
Y/. A. Gordon, treasurer and D. R. Mc-
~innis, secretary. 
* "' * 
ONE OF 'fHE SUBJECTS TO WHICH 
the old Chamber of Commerce devoted 
attention was improvement of the water-
way from Duluth to the ocean Duluth in-
terests were actively promoting the St. 
Lawrence waterway. Grand Forks busi-
ness men were interested in getting an 
outlet from the lakes to the ocean, but 
in consideration of the subject the peren-
nial controversy over the respective mer-
its of different routes resulted in spirited 
argument. One element favored the St. 
Lawrence route, while another supported 
the plan for an "all-American" route by 
way of the Erie canal. The Grand Forks 
body adopted resolutions favoring com-
pletion of a waterway capable of ac-
commodating ocean-going vessels, but did 
not commit itself in favor of any par-
ticular route. 
* * * 
IT WAS AT THE LEGIS'.LATIVE SES-
sion of that January, that a United States 
senator was to be elected, the term of 
Senator Casey being about to expire. 
(Senators were then elected by the state 
legislators). The Republicans controlled 
both houses by large majorities, but in 
caucus after caucus they were unable to 
agree on a candidate. While the Republi-
cans caucused at night the two houses 
balloted, also without result. After many 
ballots it appeared probable that a Demo-
crat would be elected by a combination 
of Democrats with one or other or the 
warring Republican factions. The Fargo 
Republicans were reported to be ready 
to vote for John D. Benton, a Democrat, 
and elect him. At the last moment Jud 
LaMoure performed one of his tactical 
moves and rounded up Republicans from 
Grand Forks and other northern counties I 
in support of W. N. Roach, a Larimore 
Democrat, and elected him. ' 
* * * 
THE ELECTION OF ROACH, AL-
though lie represented a new state and 
one with small population, proved of real 
importance. Cleveland had been elected 
for a second, but non-consecutive term at 
the preceding November election, de-
feating Harrison. A Democratic house of 
representatives had been elected. But the 
Democrats lacked one vote of enough to 
control the senate. Roach's election gave 
them that one vote. 
ganized the senate, dominated the com· 
mittees and were able to pass the tariff 
bill which Republicans held responsible 
for the later depression. 
* * * THE OLD CHAMBER OF COM-
merce, which was exceedingly active for 
a brief time, dissolved. Two or three oth-
er organizations of similar nature were 
formed, flourished for a short time, and 
died. Then a Commercial club was formed 
with E. J. Lander' as president. That or-
ganization, with some changes in form 
and in name, has been in continuous ex-
istence ever since. It is now known as the 
Civic and Commerce association, and it 
bids fair to be permanent. At one time it 
absorbed the Pioneer social club, bought 
its furniture and took over its quarters, 
which were then on the top floor of what 
is now the Red River National Bank 
building. It moved from there to the Elks 
building on Fourth street, and thence to 
its present quarters, discontinuing it.a 
"club" features and becoming a strictly 
civic and commercial organization. 
I 
SPEARING OF WORDS, WHICH I DO 
occasionally, there is something about 
the word "tolerance," as it is frequently 
used, that sets my teeth on edge. Engi-
neers often use the word, and with them 
ft means acceptance of some variation 
trom perfection. In actual practice per-
fect measurements are not expected. A 
bearing may be as nearly true as it is 
possible to make it, but with the greatest 
possible skill and tools of the greatest 
possible precision the work will fall a 
little short of absolute perfection. Hence 
specifications sometimes require that 
Jneasurements be true within some 
minute specification of an inch. The vari-
ation thus permitted is often described 
as tolerance. 
* * * AS THUS APPLIED, IN MECHANICS 
and in many other fields, the word seems 
completely appropriate. Applied to hu-
man relations it has a certain sinister 
significance. We are urged to cultivate 
a spirit of tolerance toward each other, 
race toward race, color toward color, faith 
toward faith, and ~on. The intent is 
excellent, but there is an unfortunate im-
plication In the word used. The implica-
tion is that those whom we are urged to 
tolerate, while inferior to ourselves, are 
nevertheless to be charitably endured. 
Perhaps the fact that they do not quite 
Jneasure up to our standard is not their 
.fault. They may have been born that 
way, or unfavorable environment may 
have fixed their place in life. But what-
•ver their imperfection, we should for-
,give it and try' to act as if it did not 
exJ.st. I 
* * * IF EVERYONE CARRIED INTO HIS 
behavior and his thinking what the word 
~lerance" implies, the human race 
would be a collection of insufferable prigs 
~ Pharisees, each considering himself 
•uperlor to his neighbor, for no two hu-
man beings are alike in every detail, and 
to each of us any difference would be 
evidence of Inferiority. Fortunately, that 
difference does not extend into all our 
relations. We live among our fellows, 
who are in many ways different from 
ourselves, and usually we do not think of 
them as inferior. We accept them as 
neighbors and friends, sometimes chal-
lenging their political theories or arguing 
with them over matters theological, but 
lt doesn t occur to us that they are less 
perfect than ourselves. We do not "tol-
erate" them. 
* * * VERY WELL. YOU MAY ASK, IF I 
don't like the word "tolerance," what is 
the right word? Frankly, I don't know. 
Perhaps our language doesn't contain 
Just the right one. If anyone has one 
Td like to know what it is, 
* * * A MOMENT AGO I REFERRED TO 
the impossibility of having mechanical 
'IJleasurements come out perfect. Years 
tgo I knew an old carpenter who, if he 
could, would induce a newcomer to the 
job to bet a quarter that he, the new-
comer, could cut two 10-foot poles and 
make them exactly the same length. The 
two sticks were to be measured inde-
pendently with a square. Occasionally 
the challenge would be accepted, and in-
variably my old friend won his bet. No 
matter how accurately the sticks were 
measurad and how s · 
cut, always there would be some hair· 
breadth of difference. Similarly, two sur· 
veying crews, going over the same ground 
and under identical conditions, will dif. 
fer ever so little in their measurements. 
* * * AN INCIDENT WHICH MIGHT BE 
held to be a variation from the rule oc-
curred 61 years ago while I was attached 
to a surveying crew that was about to 1 
lay out an addition to the townsite of 
Sanborn, Dakota territory. (Did you 
know that an addition had been made to 
Sanborn townsite?) On that job I hap-
pened to be at the transit. A llne'was 
given to the chain men, who were to 
measure to a point where lbere should 
be an old stake marking a street corner. 
Each corner stake, sunk almost flush 
with the ground, had driven into its top 
a tack marking the exact corner. That 
was to be our starting point. Having 
measured the required distance the head 
chain man was about to set his flag on 
the line and then search for the stake 
which he expected to find within a few 
inches of the spot. The steel spike on the 
tip of the flag struck something hard, 
and on brushing away the dirt the chain 
man found that he had set the tip of the 
flag right on the head of the tack. The 
original crew and ours had measured 
well, but the precise accuracy was pure 
luck, which I never saw duplicat_ed_._~--11 
- By W. P. Davies autumn and winter. Each season ls given 
a group of verses, all of them brief, 
THERE WAS AN INCIDENT AT THE sometimes simply descriptive of the sea-
poiStoffice the other day, of no particu- son's physical beauties, sometimes ex• 
lar importance, but which set me think- pressive of sentiments aroused by that 
ing. A soldier with two stripes oo his beauty. This being winter, I quote the 
sleeve, evidently from the flying school closing poem in the book: 
at the University, was about to enter the * * * 
building. Just back of him was an old BOOK MAGIC. 
tnan, a stranger to me, roughly dressed, By Lydia O. Jackson. 
and hesitant in manner. The soldier open- When winter breathes with frosty breath 
ed the door, held it open, and courteously Upon the flowers, leaving death, 
motioned to the old man to enter. The old And clutches in his icy grip 
man shook his head, and the soldier went A barge, a boat-a mammoth ship, 
OJl in. Inside the building another old And loosens winds that fairly shriek 
man dropped a glove and was about to Across the peaceful winding creek-
stoop to recover it, but the soldier, quick I sit beside a roaring fire, 
and precise in his movements, was ahead Unmindful of his lashing ire, 
of him. He picked up the glove, restored For through the medium of books, 
It to its owner with a nod, and was gone. Ensconsed in all convenient nooks-* * * I am transported magically 
WHAT OF IT? NOTHING MUCH. l Beyond old winter's tyranny. 
Such trifling things are happening right 
along. They are so common that we · 
think nothing of them. But there came 
to me the thought of a contrast. I 
thought of what I had read of soldiers 
kl Germany, not merely during this war 
or the former. one, but through the years, 
un~er the kaiser and whatever military 
regime happened to be in control. I had 
read statements by the dozen, made alike 
by professional correspondents and by 
casual travelers, of the erection in Ger-
many of the army into a superior and 
privileged caste, a caste whose members 
were encouraged to assume toward all 
eivilians an arrogant and contemptuous 
attitude. 
* * * I HAD READ OF WOMEN BEING 
crowded off Berlin sidewalks by saunter-
ing soldiers, of soldiers casually holding 
up waiting crowds at theater box offices 
while they took places at the front of 
l!IOldiers demanding and receiving first 
and best service at stores, restaurants 
and other public places. I thought of some 
O'f this as I watched an American soldier, 
with stripes on his sleeve, holding open a 
door that an obscure old man might pre-
oede him, and pausing to pick up and re-
turn another old man's glove, and doing 
1!hose little things quietly and casually as 
if . they were his ordinary custom, as, 
evidently, they are. And I was conscious 
of a feeling of thankfulness that howev-
er he is trained, the American soldier re-
mains a citizen and a human being. 
* * * A NEAT LIITLE BOOK OF VERSE 
entitled "Rhymes for Every Season" 
comes from the author, Mrs. Lydia 0. 
Jackson, of Grafton. For several years 
Mrs. Jackson has contributed to literary 
magazines, newspapers and anthologies. 
She ls a member of the North Dakota 
Poetry society, the Midwest Federation 
of Chaparral Poets and the Midwest 
Poetry league. 
* * * THE PRESENT COLLECTION OF 
her verses is appropriately named, as 
all the selections relate to particular 
seasons, respectively to spring, summer, 
r 
By W. P. Davies that Senator Clark thinks it is~ If so, what 
1 shall be thought of othet inventions 
IN THE OPINION OF SENATOR which mark the path of humanity through 
Clark of Missouri the epoch making the ages? 
flight of the Wright brothers at Kitty . * * * 
Hawk 40 years ago "is probably the LESS THAN TWO CENTURIES AGO 
steam was first harnessed and made to 
greatest disaster that has ever happened serve the purposes of man. Since then 
to mankind.'' The senator's statement steam has been an important agency of 
was made while the senate had before war. It has carried armies and their 
it a resolution in anticipation of the an- equipment across continents and seas, 
niversary of ~he flight, December 17, ex- and has extended battle lines from mere 
pressing to the Wright- brothers "grati- leagues to thousands of miles. It has 
tude and respect for this signal and made possible the building of factories in 
astounding contribution to the progress which little children have been employed 
of the world." for long hours under shocking working 
* . * * ture of implem.ents of war on anything 
ON DECEMBER 17, 1903, THE conditions. Without its aid the manufac-
Wright brothers, only one of whom now like the present scale would have been 
survives, demonstrated at Kitty Hawk impossible. 
* * * 
YET STEAM HAS BEEN ONE OF 
the possibility of human flight. For cen-
turies men had speculated on that possi-
·bility. Scientists had devoted intensive man's most industrious and useful ser-
study to the subject and had brought to vants. It has extended his markets and 
bear on it all the knowledge they had. brought him goods from afar. In our own 
Innumerable experiments had been made, country it has made the products of the 
by scientists, by practical engineers and soil available in every locality, no matter 
· by crackpot inventors, but the centuries how distant from the point of Qrigin. It 
had passed without flight being achieved, has made possible the furnishing of our 
and many earnest a;nd accomplished stu- homes and the clothing of our bodies in 
dents had dismissed the subject as a comfort and luxury of which the kings 
dream impossible of realization. · of old never dreamed. It is not the fault 
* . * * of steam or of those who have aided in 
IT REMAINED FOR THE WRIGHT its development that it has sometimes 
brothers to demonstrate that what had be~n put to wicked uses by wicked men. 
been held impossible could be done, and * * * 
their achievement was the forerunner SIMILARLY, THE SAME ELECTRIC-
of scientific and mechanical development ity that runs our sewing machines, separ-
more remarkable in· many respects than ates our cream, drives . our lathes and 
any other in the history of mankind. enables the physician to diagnose 1 our. 
Within these few years travel through the ills is indispensaJ:>le in the torpedo that 
air has become one of the commonplaces sinks a ship and kills ·a thousand men. 
of civilization, and in practical effect the The explosive that demolishes cities also 
globe has shrunk to a mere fraction of mines our coal and builds roads across 
its former size and distances are trav- mountains. 
ersed in a few hours which once · requir· 
ed days or weeks or were impossible al-
together. 
* * * 
SENATOR CLARK'S ESTIMATE IS 
based, of course, on, the· fact that the air-
plane has become an instrument of war 
and that by means of it devastation on a 
scale heretofore impossible has become 
one of war's ordinary accompaniments. 
No argument is needed to j usti.fy the 
horror with which Senator Clark ob-
. serves the uses to which human flight 
had been put, and we may be sure that 
if war is to continue that which had al-
ready been experienced is but a foretaste 
of what is to come. But, is the invention 
bf the workable airplane really the .curse 
* * * 
WHEN MEN CHOOSE SO TO USE IT 
the airplane is an instrument of death, 
but it is also an agency of real human 
progress and good will. It has made pos-
sible exploration on a scale never before 
known. It has made contributions of in-
estimable value to commerce. It has help-
ed as no other agency could do to make 
men conscious of their common manhood 
and to demonstrate their need of common 
understanding and common friendship. 
And, in common with many of man's 
other achievements, it is a ·symbol of his 
thirst for know ledge and his passion for 
exploring the unknown without which 
man would be a mere mass of quivering 
jelly. 
By W. P. Davies 
IN A LETTER RECENTLY RECEIV-
er by a friend, Neal Mitchell, merchant 
seaman, former University student and 
son of Mr. and Mrs. William Mitchell, 
University avenue, tells of the/unexpect-
ed reunion of Grand Forks men in Lon• 
don, England. He writes of the inci'Clent 
as follows: 
* * * 
"WHILE SITTING IN A BARBER 
shop while an American soldier was hav-
ing his hair singed, his buddy remark-
ed: 'Things were never like this in South 
Dakota.' Determined to find out some-
thing about the boy I said: 'I'm from 
Grand Forks.' Immediately both of the 
fellows sai'Cl: 'You're in luck. Three Gra:.1d 
Forks men just got together at the North 
Eastern hotel. One of the names men-
tioned was Fladland. 
* * * 
"WHEN I WALKED INTO THE HO· 
tel, I found Lieutenant G. L. Fladland, 
Staff Sergeant Arnold Fladland and Lieu-
tenant Merle Rood. None of the fellows 
had seen me for several years, so the 
visit was a good one. To all Grand Forks 
friends the men sent their best regards 
and asked that I convey them by letter. 
"At the time of my visit Arnold Flad-
land had already taken part in more than 
21 missions and wore the airmedal. Most 
of his bombing missions were over 
France, Belgium and Holland." 
Lieutenant Fladland and Sergeant Flad-
land are sons of Mr. and Mrs. John E. 
Fladland, or South Third street. Lieuten-
ant Rood is the son of Mr- and Mrs. 0. D. 
Rood, 1410 Sixth avenue North. 
* * * SEAMAN MITCHELL'S SHIP IS EN· 
gaged in convoy duty, and on one occa-
sion it was rammed in collision, but the 
damage was slight and the ship was 
empty, so there was no cargo to be in-
jured. While waiting for a return trip 
Neal had an opportunity to visit London 
for the second time, enjoying, among 
other things, an Irving Berlin show with 
Berlin himself as an attraction. Neal 
writes that "The production is just what 
American fellows needed. The response 
and element of spontaniety made the at-
mosphere of London's palladium almost 
electric." 
* * * 
0 UR WEATHER BEHAVIOR OF 
late has been such as to indi-cate that real 
winter is with us. There have been mild 
days, but the forecasts for several days 
have been "colder," and the theremometer 
has dipped below zero. Most o'l: our win-
ter weather comes from Saskatchewan . ' and the weather up there has been cold 
and growing colder. The East has had 
its taste of Jow temperatures, minus 24 
being recorded at one New York station. 
That may have been in the mountains 
and not a proper indication of the state's 
general temperature. But it seems that a 
great cold wave is traveling eastward. 
Presumably it will cross the Atlantic, if 
it has not already done so, and the men 
who have been fighting in mud and some 
fronts will have better footing. Which · 
side will be more greatly benefited re-
mains to be seen. 
* * * THE DAYS ARE NOW WITHIN A 
week of thetr shortest, which reminds 
one that time flies. I have often heard 
it said that for three weeks before Christ-
mas and three weeks after the change in 
the day's length is scarcely noticeable, 
and I suppose there is something in that. 
Also, there is an old saying that "as the 
days begin to lengthen the cold begins to 
strengthen.'' There is more truth in that 
than in many other popular sayings, for 
almost always we have our most severe 
weather in January or early February. 
By that time our end of the earth has 
lost a good deal of the heat accumulated 
in summer and our reserves are deplet-
ed, just as one's bank account is when 
one has been dirawing on it steadily. · --
By W. P. Davies 
DR. l. M. GILLETTE OF THE UNI-
\tersity sociology department has made 
-anany interesting observations about the 
weather and has compiled numerous sta .. 
tistics concerning it, partytly as a hob}:>Y, 
and partly b~cause weather has an m~-
portant influence on huma~ life,. and ~t 
ta with human life that socml science 1s 
concerned. Dr. Gillette has just assembl-
ed some facts relating to the time of 
sunrise and sunset, of which he writes 
as follows under date December 11: 
* * * ''IN OUR ALMANACS, THE MOST 
northerly time of each is given for the 
latitude of Boston. This does not fit our 
~ -much more northern situation. Our fore-
. noons are nearly 10 minutes shorter than 
those of Boston at this time of year and 
our afternoons about 50 minutes shorter. 
On this date December 11, our sun rises 
at 8:08 A.M:, as compared with the c~l· 
endar 7:18, and our sun sets at 4:34 m 
contract to 4:28 of the , almanac. So our 
days are about an hou~ shorter than 
those of Boston now. There will be a 
reversal in June. 
* * * 
THE TIME OF SUNRISE AND SUN-
set is calculated as of the midtime of 
each time belt. Grand Foks is well toward 
the western limit of its time belt. This 
puts a skew in the occurrence of our 
shortest iorenoons and afternoons. Our 
forenoons get to their shortest point by 
December 26, when the sunrises at 8:18 
A.M., while our afternoons become short-
est at December 11, when the sunsets 
at ·4:34 P.M. The calendar shortest day 
of December 21, is only an average be-
tween time of sunrises and sunsets or 
length of forenoons and afternoons. T~e 
10-day period of shortest forenoons. 1s 
from December 26, to January 6, durmg 
which period there is a variation of not 
more than a minute. Our afternoons be-
gin to get a little longer at once and. by 
January 6, they will be 16 minutes long-
er. Forenoons begin to shorten a little 
January 1, but by January 6, they have 
shortened· but a minute. So we have a 
month of lengthening or stationary fore-
noo·ns and a future of lengthening after-
·noons. 
* *· * 
''MY DATA FOR GRAND FORi{S ARE 
lrom tables Professor Chandler had es-
timated (calculated) many years ago for 
degrees of latit1:1de 46 and · 49. I have 
made the necessary adjustments for our 
own latitude, 48 and for our place in 
the time belt.'' · 
. AS DR. GILLETTE SAYS, THE TIME 
calculations in the almanac are for the 
center of each time zone, or in other 
words, tqey are for sun time, regardless 
of the divisions which have been made as 
a matter of convenience. The meridian on 
which Central time is based is the 75th, 
running · almost through Madison, Wis. 
Hence the almanac's figures for that lat-
itude would be correct for a few miles 
from Madison. At our northern latitude 
we would strike the same meridian east 
of Duluth just about where the interna-
tional bo~ndary touched Lake Superior. 
Grand Forks being close to the western 
edge of the belt, its standard time would 
be nearly half an hour ahead of the 
sun. Detroit is near the eastern edge ~f 
the central zone and Us standard time 1s 
therefore about half an hour behind sun 
time. Allowance must be given for such 
facts in comparing the time given in the 
almanac with that indicated by the clock 
as we have our clocks set. 
* * * AT THE EQUATOR, ALL THE YEAR 
around, the sun rises exactly at 6 A.M. 
and sets exactly at 6 P.M. at no other 
place on the ea1:th's ~urface. is this true. 
At all otheT points the sun rises and sets 
at 6 four times a year, about the 21.st, 
respectively, of March, June, September 
and December. At other seasons the 
greater the distance from the ·equator 
the greater the variation -in time. 
* * * 
· THAT IS WHAT GIVES US HERE 
in this northern area our long days in 
summer and shorter nights in winter. 
What effect, · if · any, the long winter 
nights have on vegetation is not clear, but 
it is the long summer days that make 
agriculture possible for us in summer. 
We have here in the growing season 
more hours of sunlight than is enjoyed 
by those farther south. That effects not 
only the growth of crops but the quality 
of many of the products. Northern grown 
fruits and vegetables are . better flavored, 
and away up in Alaska, where there is 
almost continuous daylight in summer, 
native small fruits are far superior to 
those grown further south. If it were 
not for the tilting of the earth's axis we 
should have neither a potato industry nor 
a s~gar beet industry here. 
By W. P. Davies 
YEARS AGO IT WAS OFTEN SAID 
biv persons engaged in the vigorous war 
on intoxicants that alcohol is not a nat-
ural product, but one of man's evil in-
ventions. Nowhere in nature, it was said, 
is alcohol produced spontaneously, there-
fore it must be an evil thing. That state-
~ent was disputed by some who cited 
the familiar fact that when canned 
peaches "work" alcohol is produced in 
perceptible quantity without human in-
terposition. It is now some years since 
l have seen the statement that nature, 
ttnassisted, does not produce alcohol. 
* * * ARTHUR STRINGER, WELL KNOWN 
poet and writer of popular fiction, who 
Dves in New Jersey, reports an interest-
ing case of natural production of alco-
hol in his own experience. Sometime this 
last fall, when most of the summer birds 
had left for the South, he noticed a small 
:flock of robins which remained after all 
the others ~d gone, and gathered daily 
about a Japanese crabapple tree on his 
grounds and ate of the fruit 'Which re-
mained after all other fruit had disap-
peared. The birds behaved in a most pe-
ouliar manner. They would peck at the 
fruit and seem to enjoy it. Then they 
would appear excited, flying erratically 
and uttering strange sounds, and when 
on the ground they would move un-
steadily. Their performance strongly 
suggested intoxication. 
* * * 
STRINGER COLLECTED SOME OF 
1'he fruit and submitted it to a friend 
who was chemist in a near-by college. 
The chemist analyzed the crabapples and 
found their pulp strongly impregnated 
with alcohol. The birds had been having 
their daily spree. Ordinarily those crab-
apples were not edible. They were small 
and hard, and encased in an exceedingly 
tough skin. The chemist explained that 
alternate freezing and sunny weather 
ltad mellowed the pulp,and separated the 
~uice, which had fermented during the 
warm days. The tough skin had kept the 
QOntents sealed up until all the sugar had 
been changed to alcohol. Hence the spree 
C>f the robins. 
* * * IN METHODIST CIRCLES THERE IS 
an old story about the late Bishop Quayle, 
$. brilliant man and a strict teetotaller. 
At dinner in the home of a friend the 
desert was peaches which, unknown to 
the hostess, had worked to a high alco-
holic percentage. During the dinner the 
bishop tasted the peaches while still busy 
with the main course, and he tasted them • 
so often that soon they were gone. After 
he had cleaned his plate of a liberal help· 
ing he was asked if he wouldn't have 
some more chicken. He leaned back with 
a sigh of satisfaction and declined with 
thanks. "But," he addded, "I wonder if 
I might have some more of those deli-
cious peaches." He had them and enjoyed 
them, but never was told what it was that 
made them so delicious. · 
* * * J'N A STRAY NEWSPAPE}t PARA-
graph the other da· I saw a\sli h · 
reference to the old baseburner stove, 
around which members of the family 
crowded to burn their faces while their 
backs froze. That is an atrocious libel on 
a useful, comfortable and thoroughly en-
joyable piece of home equipment. Toere 
were base burners which were completely 
encased in metal, with the fire not vis-
ible. Properly designed as some of them 
were, they were efficient distributors of 
heat, though not ornamental. The base-
burner that I have in mind was the one 
with mica all around, through which the 
fire shone with a cheery glow. The out-
standing member of that family of stoves 
was the "Radiant Home," which not only 
warmed the room but stimulated. the im-
agination. 
* * * I DON'T KNOW WHEN THE "RADI• 
ant Home" stove was first made, or who 
made it, but I have a distinct recollec-
tion of it, running back more than 70 
years. Among other places there was one 
in the tavern where, in the adjoining 
barn, we stabled the horse after driving 
to town in the cutter on a brisk winter 
day. In the main room of the tavern was 
a bar, in which I wasn't interested. To me 
the main feature was a Radiant Home 
stove, full of glowing coal, and when one 
came in, chilled from a cold drive, that 
stove was a gorgeous and most welcome 
thing. One could bask in its warmth and 
at the same time watch the little blazes 
flickering among the lumps of coal, and 
could see all sorts of beautiful pictures 
in the combinations of blaze and red 
coals. 
* * * 
HOW DO I KNOW THAT STOVE WAS 
a Radiant Home? Because on the wall 
near by there hung a colored lithograph 
picture-perhaps with calendar attach-
ed-of a room which had as its center-
piece just such another stove while 
around it stood four men, quite like Mr. 
Pickwick, who, with cheerful faces and 
hands joined were singing in praise of 
the stove. Above them was a fragment 
of a bar or two of music, and underneath 
the words "Radiant Home, Oh, Radiant 
Home." The few notes of music were un-
intelligible to me, and I never knew what 
the rest of the words of the song might 
be, but I checked the lettering on the 
stove with the name on the picture and 
knew that the real stove, which I so 
greatly enjoyed, was a Radiant Home. 
By W. P. Davies 
IN A SMALL GROUP OF MEN THE 
other day there was conversation about 
inflation, taxation, wages and so forth. 
it was agreed that the greatly increased 
incomes that are now received by many 
persons as a · direct result of the war are 
bound to create inflation unless some-
thing is done about it, and that inflation 
is bad for everyone. It was agreed also 
that there should be·, as there is, a tax 
on excess profits of corporations. I! was 
agreed also that it would be eqmtable 
and desirable to apply a similar rule to 
the excess incomes of individuals when 
such excess is due to increased wages or 
salaries caused by the war. But there 
was a feeling that application of such 
a rule to individual earnings would be 
attended with such complications in re-
porting and accounting as to render the 
plan next to impossible of operation. One 
participant in the discussion couldn't see 
any great difficulty in applying such a 
rule, and outlined a plan which ran about 
as follows: 
* * * 
"IN THE FIRST PLACE," HE SAID, 
''I would apply to all personal incomes 
the present regulations for normal taxes 
and surtaxes, with such changes as may 
be made by congress. Then I would re-
quire from each taxpayer a statement of 
his present income from wages and sal~ 
aries and also of such income averaged 
for two or three pre-war years and would 
levy a fairly heavy tax on the present 
excess, if any. But I would exempt from 
this excess t~x all whose present in-
comes are not more,. say, than $2,500, 
or perhaps $3,000 per year, and for those 
whose pre-war earnings were less than 
that sum I would permit them to deduct 
that amount in figuring the excess. If 
pre-war earnings were more than the 
$2,500 or $3,000 the amount of the earn-
ings would be deducted. 
* * * "IN THIS WAY ALL THOSE NOW 
earning the smaller incomes would be 
exempt from the excess tax, and those 
whose earnings have been greatly in-
creased would be allowed a liberal de-
duction. If the deductjon were fixed at 
$2,500, the person who earned $1,800 be-
fore the war and is now making $2,500 
would pay no excess tax. If he is now 
making $3,000 he would pay an excess 
tax on $500. If he made $4,000 before 
the war and is now receiving $6,000, he 
would deduct the $4,000 and pay an ex-
~ss tax on the .$2,000 increase.'' 
* * * 
''I CAN'T SEE. ANY GREAT DIFFI-
culty in making the calculations under 
such a system," continued the fellow with 
the pencil. "The man whose income be-
fore the war was so small tliat he was 
not required to make a report could just 
claim the $2,500 exemption and let it go 
at that. If his earnings were great.er and 
he did make reports, presumably he has 
copies of them, and the treasury depart-
ment. certainly has them on file, so that 
they may be checked.· A plan like that 
would impose no hardship on the little 
fellow whose wages have been· increa~ed. 
But it would take from those who can 
afford to pay a share of the excess in-
comes that they are now receiving as a 
direct result of the war and would place 
in the treasury for war purposes an im-
mense sum that is now lying around loose 
and being s:Rent in ways that are bound 
to increase everybody's living costs." 
* * * . 
AT THAT POINT THE DISCUSSION 
ended. Some such plan as that suggested 
may or may not be the best way of deal-
ing with the problem. But there is a prob-
lem, and a grave one, every thinking per-
son knows, and it is clear that unless the 
inflationary process is checked not only / 
will those with small and stable incomes · 
suffer, but the sensational wages now re-
ceived by many of the war workers will ! 
be eaten .. up in extravagant living costs. I 
-· 
I' 
By W. P. Davies 
~S ·THE GREAT HOLIDAY OF 
Christendom appr{)aches, there will be 
readings innumerable of Dickens' 
"Christmas Carol". John Selby, book edi-
tor of The Associated Press, has an art-
ide on the "Carol" and its author which 
he . introduces thuf 
"Down in Nortli Carolina a celebrated 
professor will soon be reading Charles 
Dickens, 'A Christmas Carol' to a dozen 
or more audiences, and over the air as 
well." 
The 44celebrated professor" whom the 
writer does not mention by name, is, of 
course, Professor Frederick H. Koch, for 
many years with the University of North 
Carolina and at one time with the Eng-
lish department of the University of 
North Dakota. It was here that Dr .. Koch 
began the series of Christmas Carol read-
ings which he has continued ever since, 
and which, through the years, have been 
enjoyed literally by millions. The Selby 
article continues: i 
* * * "ALL OVER THE COUNTRY 
preachers will quote the work. Parents 
will dig out thumbed copies, and children 
will be told about Tiny Tim, and Old 
Scrooge, and the rest of the immortal 
story. 
''And people will depict Dickens as he 
wrote it 100 years ago-a kindly, charm-
ing gentleman whose mind was filleq. 
with sentiment, whose heart overflowed 
with fine, milky human kindness. 
"It's the wrong picture. 
"Dickens was as sour as only a disap-
pointed author can be. He was stuck be-
tween two installments of 'Martin Chuz-
zlewit,' which was appearing serially in 
London and was doing much worse than 
its predecessors-the immortal Pick-
wick's adventures and 'Oliver Twist.' 
* * * ''HE WAS IN DEBT, TOO, AND HIS 
relatives were hounding him on all sides. 
They made ridiculous requests for fan-
tastic sums, and Dickens wore himself 
out granting them, or dodging them. 
And he was in the midst pf a fight with 
his publisher. . 
"The firm was Chapman and Hall, and 
Forster's standard Dickens biography 
describes the battle in detail. Dickens 
left the firm, but not without a few well~ 
aimed blows. One of . these is immortal, 
just like the 'Carol.' He made Samuel 
Carter Hali into Pecksniff, in "Martin 
Chuzzlewit." The nice thing is that, ac-
cording to Forster, Hall didn't recognize 
himself. 
* * * "BUT SHORTLY BEFORE CHRIST-
mas of 1843 Dickens was seized with the 
idea of doing a special Christmas story-
it was a habit with the authors. in those 
days. He got his idea, and he was trans-
ported by it. He wept, it is said, and 
laughed, and in the dark of the London 
night he left ·his house and took repeat-
ed walks of 15 and 20 miles, oblivious to 
London fog and footpads. 
"It was published just before Christ-
mas, and sold 6,000 copies the first day, 
and 4,000 more almost immediately. But 
Dickens had expected £1,000 and he act-
ually got less than £700. It soured him on 
the 'Carol' for quite a time, although not 
so much that he failed to write other 
Christmas conceits :for succeeding 
Christmases. 
"And in the end Dickens won, for the ' 
'Carol' never has stopped .selling, n~ not 
in 100 years.'' -
* * * LIKE MANY OTHERS WHOSE 
work has won popular favor, Dickens has 
been the subject of hero worship which 
has attributed to him all the excellencies 
of spirit and behavior of his most ad· 
mirable creations, which is rather un-
fortunate, for such worship is apt to ex-
perience reaction sometimes to the· oppo-
site extreme. Dickens had a hara boy-
hood, and the memory of its harshness 
never was pleasant to him. He won. suc-
cess by unremitting work against great 
obstacles. He encountered selfishness and 
greed as well as devotion and g~nerosity. 
He was gifted with poetic imagination, 
but he was also a craftsman who earned 
his bread and butter with his pen. He 
was as human, probably, as most of us, 
and he had his share of business and 
other disappointments. It is not strange 
that he reacted to such influences much 
as others do. 
* * * 
BUT UNDERNEATH THE MAN'S EX-
terior, which sometimes was harsh and 
forbidding, there must have been some-
thing fine and tender, otherwise we never 
should have had sue creations as Pick-. 
wick, and Little Tim, and Peggoty, little 
Paul Dombey and Little Nell. Nor could 
a man only selfish and self-centered have 
-gone into the inwardness of the school 
system and the debtors prison of his day 
as Dickens qid. His writings had num-
erous defects, as whose writings have not, 
and in person he had his failings, but he 
has given us some beautiful and endur-
ing, things, and for that we have reason 
to be grateful to him. 

By W. P. Davies 
:AN ARTICLE IN THE SATURDAY 
Evening Post deals with the Christmas 
tree industry in northern Minnesota. The 
writer is Jesse Rainsford Sprague, who, 
for many years has specialized in articles 
relating to the development and conduct 
of business enterprises of many types. 
His present article start& off with this 
paragraph~ 
"Last January a crew of some 50 per· 
sons-30 of them young women-work• 
ing in the frozen swamps of northern 
"1innesota, began cutting Christmas trees 
tor this Christmas. They've been at it 
ever since, except for the three summer 
months when the trees were budding." 
* * * IF IT WERE NOT FOR THE FACT 
that Mr. Sprague is known to be an ex-
perienced writer, careful to obtain exact 
facts concerning the subjects of ,which 
he write\! should have said after read-
ing that aragraph that he was dream-
ing, for I had no idea that Christmas 
trees were ever cut except in the fall and 
winter preceding the holiday in which 
they were to be used. But Mr. Sprague 
has investigated the subject, and I have-
n't, sq. perhaps it is I who have been 
dreaming. At any rate, there is his state-
ment. 
* * * THE ARTICLE IS DEVOTED PRIN· 
cipally to the work of one man, Roy 
Halvorson, of Duluth, who, from small 
beginnings, has developed a business that 
is nation-wide in scope and that was ex• 
pected to market a million Christmas 
trees this season. Halvorson, it is said, 
soaks the butts of the little trees in a 
liquid preparation of his own to prevent 
the needles from dropping prematurely, 
but whether he carries them all through 
the season that way or not we are not 
told. 
* * * 
I WAS SURPRISED ALSO BY THE 
statement that the bulk of Halvorson's · 
business is in 3-foot trees. In the stocks 
brought to Grand Forks there are very 
few trees so small. I should say that here 
the bulk of the trade is in trees ranging 
from 5 to 7 feet, the smaller ones being 
in demand only for table or window 
dressing. 
* * * UNTIL :A FEW YEARS AGO ALL 
the Christmas trees used here came from 
Minnesota. Then a few trees were re-
ceived from Washington or Oregon, and 
presently shipments by the carload from 
the west coast became the regular thing. 
This year we have few, if any, western 
trees, but for the first time, so far as 
I know, we have been getting trees from 
Canada. Perhaps labor conditions have 
something to do with this change. Mean-
while, we are receiving truck loads of 
trees from the original source of supply, 
northern Minnesota, and the business 
gives the state considerable revenue, as 
a tax of two cents per . tree is collected 
on all trees leaving the state. 
* * * THIS WILL BE ANYTHING BUT A 
merry Christmas in Germany. Because 
of disasters to their armies and the bomb. 
ing of their cities the people have abun-
dant cause for gloom, and the absence 
of Christmas trees this year will be a 
further and forcible reminder of their sit-
uation. For centuries, Christmas has been 
the great German family holiday and its 
observance with lighted Christmas trees 
has become an established tradition. This 
year Christmas trees are banned and 
lighted candles will be permitted only if 
they are carefully screened from outside 
observation. 
* * * ONE TRADITION ATTRIBUTES THE 
use of lights on Christmas trees to Mar-
tin Luther. The story is that while trav-
eling one winter night Luther was· im-
stimulate the twinkling of the stars. It 
the foliage of the evergreens, and that 
thereafter he had the Christmas trees at 
his home to be lighted with candles to 
pressed by thetwinkling of stars through 
may be true that Luther did that, but I , 
have seen references to the prevalence 
of a similar custom long before Luther's 
time. As to the origin of the use of 
Christmas trees, nobody knows much 
about the facts. It is known that long 
before the Christian era, many of the 
~orthern tribes used evergreen trees as 
important features at their midwinter 
festivals. As in many other cases the 
ceremonial form, but attached to it a 
new significance. Holly and mistletoe, 
too, were used by the British Druids in 
the time of Caesar, and how long before 
that nobody knows. 
That Reminds Me ;/ . J 
Meinorize Fewer Dates 
By W. P. Davies 
ltEVISr'NG ITS COURSES IN AMER· 
lean history the 1\1\nneapolis scho<)l 
board has decided to fix attention on few-
er dates than has been customary. For 
the grades emphasis will be placed on 10 
dates especially significant in the nation's 
filstory, while a greater number will be 
included in the high school courses. Cer-
tainly it is more important that children 
have a few dates firmly fixed in their 
minds, together with the reasons for their 
importance, than commit to memory a 
long list of dates without appreciation o! 
their meaning. 
* * * MEMORIES ARE AS DIFFERENT AS 
are other personal qualities and traits. 
There are minds which seem to be able 
to store away without effort facts with-
out limit and at the same time to avoid 
confusion concerning the relative import-
ance of the things they have learned. 
Macaulay seemed to remember word for 
word almost everything he read and to 
draw at will on his vast store for what-
ever he wanted whenever he wanted it. 
Our own Chief Justice Hughes could dic-
tate a long speech, and then, without see-
Ing the manuscript, deliver the speech 
without changing a syllable. 
* * * 
THERE ARE OTHERS WHO FIND 
It difficult to memorize anything and 
who l~se quickly whatever they have 
:rnemonzed. And there are still others 
Who remember everything but never 
sort it out. Their minds are crammed 
~th details, each of which seems as im-
portant as any of the others. Mark Twain 
has illustrated this tendency in describ-
ing the manner in which one of his cha-
racters tol~ 8: story. He began the story, 
but never fm1shed it. Each detail recalled 
11.11other, and he went off after that to 
branch off again when another d~tail 
came to mind. To him all facts were of 
equal importance. 
* * * IN MY OWN SCHOOL DAYS I 
!earned a lot of dates, as most youngsters 
have done; and most of those dates are 
forgotten. A few are remembered. More 
hnportant, I think, are the events with 
Which the dates are associated. I do not 
2.'em~mber when Shakespeare was born, 
or died, though I have read those dates 
scores of times. But I do remember that 
he wrote in the latter part of the six-
teenth and the early part of the seven-
teenth centuries, and that his activity 
covered parts of the reigns of Elizabeth 
and James I. That gives me a sort of clue 
to the sixteenth century. 
* * * ·1 REMEMBER THAT COLUMBUS 
sent his brother to England to interest 
Henry YII in his proposed voyage of 
exploration, but meanwhile Isabella of 
Spain had pawned her jewels for enough 
cash to finance Columbus. Everybody 
knows that Columbus sailed in 1492 so 
Henry's son, Henry VIII, must have 
reigned in the early part of the sixteenth 
century r Henry VIII wrote a broadside-
against Martin Luther and was rewarded 
by the pope with the title "Defender o! 
the Faith," which has been worn by Brit· 
ish sovereigns ever since. But Henry 
changed his mind when he wanted a div-
orce, and himself separated the English 
church from Rome. So in that way I am 
able to hook up some highly important 
events and to fix their approximate time. 
* * * 
IN A SIMILAR WAY A FEW DATES 
~n American history will go a long way 
1f they are reealled in connection with 
the events that made them memorable. 
The settlements in Virginia and at Ply-
mouth Rock were only a few years apart. 
The battle of New Orleans was .fought in 
the same year as the battle of Waterloo 
which is sometimes handy to remember'. 
I often confused Pizarro with Cortez but 
when I noticed that Pizarro and Pertl had 
the same initials, that helped me to keep 
!hem straight. But it keeps me busy try-
mg to remember whether some world-
shaking event occurred last year or the 
year before. 
/ 
By W. P. Davies 
DURING TUE FORMER ·WORLD 
war, many American soldiers in England 
were encamped for trp.ining at Salisbury 
field, some 80 miles southwest of. Lon· 
don, and some of them brought back in· 
teresting descriptions of the antiquities 
to be seen in that neighborhood. Prob-
ably American soldiers in this war are 
in camp on tl}e same plain, preparing 
ior the invasion of the continent that is 
to come. They also will have opportunity 
to visit some of the historic places near 
by. 
* *" *' TiHE CITY OF SALISBURY WAS A 
Saxon stronghold some centuries before 
the Norman invasion, and its old fort 
~ was strengthened by Alfred, greatest 
of the Saxon kings. But before the time 
.of the Saxons there had been built by 
men now unknown those massive stone 
columns surrounding the enclosure now 
known as Stonehenge, whose ,purpose and 
history are lost in the mists of . the early 
centuries, 
* * * IN THE CITY OF SALISBURY IS 
~me of England's famous cathedrals, now 
some 700 years old, whose spire of 404 
feet ls the tallest. in England. Associated 
with the cathedral is an ancient tradition 
which had been vendered in verse as fol-
lows: 
SALISBURY CATHEDRAL, 
'.:As many days as in the year there be, 
As many windows in this church we see. 
:As many marble pillars here appear 
(8760). 
As there are hours throughout the fleet-· 
ing year. 
So many gates as moons one year does 
view. 
Strange tale to tell; yet not more tranie 
than true. 
* * * 
I HAVE READ OF SOME SUCH LE-
gend before. What basis of truth I may j 
have I do not know. Perhaps some Yan- · 
kee soldier will take the trouble to ·Check 
up on the number of windows, pilla:r.s and 
gates in the old cathedral. Legends attach 
themselve~ to ancient buildllngs, often 
without known cause. Long ago I came 
across a legend about another famous 
English cathedral, that at York, which 
seemed to have been current for many 
years in Yorkshire. Year in and year out 
workmen ·were employed on the cathed· 
ral, removing stone and re,placin.g 1t and 
making other alteration . The legend 
was that for some reason the building of 
the cathedral had never been paid for and 
that claims for its cost could not be en-
forced until the building had been com-
pleted. Therefore, went the story, the 
church authorities saw to it tha.:t the I 
buil(Ung should remain more or Ie·ss in-
complete, keeping workmen busy on it all 
the time. · 
* * * 
AN ENGLISHMAN WHOM I :ASKED 
· about the story said he was familiar .wlth 
it, but the only element of truth· in it was, 
that workmen were actually employed 
making minor changes in the building a 
go?d . share _of the time. In parts of t}le 
bmldmg, said my informant, stone had 
J b~en used which was not completely .re-
sistaqt to weather, and from time to 
time stone showing signs of deterioration 
was removed and replaced. Out o·f that 
simple fact gossip has built a Ie~end 
which had been firmly believed tor 
years. 
* * * 
NOT THAT ONE CAN NOTICE IT 
yet, but it is a fact that the sun hilS 
reached the tropic of Caxwicor-n and 
started on its way north and our shorte~t 
days for this season am over. This state-
ment is made $Ubject to correction which · 
may be necessary on account of the more 
or less erratic behavior of the sun a:nd 
e~h which causes them to be a few 
minutes ahead of or behind schedule time. 
For mo.st practical purpose~ it suffices 
to consider December 21 the midwinter 
day. But most of our re~l winter i yet 
to come. How's the oU holqing out, and 
the coal? 
* * * t'lm AU'l1IOR OF 'IBE POEM, CLEM-
em Carke Moore; was bom in New York 
~ 1799 Uld died at Ne}Vl)Ort; R. I., in 
l86.1. He was graduated from Columbia 
ill 1804, and for twenty-five years served 
• a professor 1n New York General The-
•gical ~. oecupying the chair of 
Biblical LelU,'Dbla alll1 later changing to 
tllat of Orleata1 qit Greek Literature. 
He pul>Ulrbe4 a vl)lJmle of poems and was 
the autllot' ot ~cal treatises. Like 
111a enator of •~Alice" and inven~ of 
her amazing and amusing a~ 
tilm -teadter of ~ aubjecta is now 
lmown and remadhered for an achieve-
ment of an entirely different type, a bit 
of verse which he probably ~ aa 
of no consequence, ~ut whioh 1s lmowll 
ilnd loved the W'Q(ll over. It bas ~
Bl¥ custom to ~ 1bat little ,poem 
aometlmes durJDs tlDl. ~ aeason, 
and here it Is again• 
* * • 
'!'HE NIGHT ~
"l1was the night ~ . ('IU!ktmu, -\then 
-an ttm,agh the- .·hoa'lit 
Hot a creature waa ~ not erei 
Ga-ve~ ot nddday to~ below; 
When what to my wondering eyes should 
appeer, 
But a mlnlabft sleigh and eight tiny 
reindeer. 
With a little old driver so lively and quick 
:r knew fJl a moment it must be St. Nick. 
More rapid than eagles his coursers they 
came, 
And he whistled and shouted and' called 
them by name. 
"Now Dasher! now Dancer! now ~ 
and Vixen! 
On Comet! on CUpld!- on Donder and 
Bltzen! 
To the top of the porch. to the top of the 
wall! 
Now dash away, dash away, dash away 
all!" 
A$ dry leaves that before the wlld hur-
ricane fly, 
When they meet with an obstacle mount 
to the sky, 
_ By W. P. Davies . 
LOCAL PRIDE IS THE SUBJECT OF 
two anecdotes in the current Reader's 
Digest. According to one of these a ~ayy 
wi:fie from the East became ill after Jom-
'ing her husband in San Francisco . ..,.When 
the navy doctor, who was consulted, ad-
. vised an operation the husband asked a 
local civilian physician with whom he 
was on friendly terms to look up _the 
navy surgeon's professional standing. 
~he friend complied and reported that 
the naval surgeon was not a San Fran-
ciscan nor was he even a Californian. He 
had i:ot thought it necessary to inves-
tigate further. 
* * * 
THE OTHER STOR~ A'ITRIBUTES 
to a Texas preacher this prayer: 
"0, Lord, we thank Thee for the boun-
teous blessings bestowed upon Texas; 
and we beseech Thee to look with favor 
upon those places where Your feet have 
not trod.'' 
* * * 
D1:CKENS MADE HIMSELF DIS-
liked on this side of the ocean for liis 
comments on American manners and 
customs. But he was equally willing to 
;Satirize many of the things that . he 
tound in England. In one of his books-I 
think it's "Our Mutual Friend-he had 
-a bumptious character, Mr. Podsnap, in 
)nany respects like the modern Colonel 
i3limp, of current British satire. At a pri-
vate dinner party Mr. Podsnap makes a 
stuffy patriotic speech which he _closes 
by adminishing his hearers to be duly 
grateful for the divine blessings which 
an all-wise Providence has showered upon 
their beloved country, "to the direct ex-
clusion-ah-of such other countries-ah 
-" with an obliterating waye of his hand 
-"as there may happen to be." 
I'm not sure that Dickens told it ex-
actly that way, but that's the substance 
of it. 
* * * 
I SHALL CLOSE THIS ANTHOLOGY 
of pr-ovincialism, parochialism, or what• 
ever you choose to call it, with the devout 
Scot's fina petition in his long prayer: 
"and if Ye hae ony braw gifts to bestow, 
gie them to Yer ain peculiar people,. the 
Scotch.'' 
* * * 
IS THE FOX POPULATION OF 
North Dakota increasing rapidly, · and 'if 
so, why? That it has increased greatly in 
some localities of late is rather strongly 
suggested by . the stories that . appear 
from time to time of the number of 
foxes bagged by individual trappers. 
Dozens, scores, and in some cases hun-
dreds of foxes are reported to haye been 
taken by individual trappers in a season, 
1 
, 
and as furs and now valuable, the returns 
from such trap lines run into consider-
able money~ 
* * * 
THERE IS A BELIEF THAT FOXES 
are more numerous because there is 
more natural food for them, especially in 
the form of pheasants. I have heard, also, 
that rabbits are more numerous of late, 
and foxes are fond of rabbits. The rabbit 
population is very fluctuating. For a few 
years the country will seem to be full of 
rabbits, and they do a lot of damage, 
especially to young trees. Then most of 
them will disappear, presumably from 
disease which becomes epidemic among 
them. 
* * * 
I AM NO TRAPPER, BUT I HAVE A 
trap, a perfectly good one that has never 
been used. I bought it last spring, hav• 
ing designs on a rabbit that was playing 
havoc with gardens in the vicinity. I saw 
the animal several times, and thought at 
first of calling the police. But I didn't 
know if the police arrested rabbits, and 
anyway, if they came the rabbit might 
not be there. So I bought me a steel rat 
trap. But while I was studying about 
where to set the trap so that it might 
catch the rabbit and yet not catch some-
body's pet animal, the rabbit disappeared, 
apparently for good. Perhaps it heard the 
trap rattle. So I still have the trap, read:· 
for the next rabbit. 
By W. P. Davies fective in time for it to be an important 
element in the war. Yet that very thing 
STATEMENTS HAVE BEEN MADE has been done and even now, before the 
in several quarters that in the United war has reached its climax, American in-
States the peak of war production has dustry has upset the calculations of Eur-
be·en reached and that hereafter, while ope's vaunted military technicians. 
expansion in certain . lines may be ex- * * * 
pected for sometime, there will also be FOR 10 YEARS BEFORE HITLER 
a course of tapering orf in other direc- turned loose his dogs of war Germany 
tioris, so that total production for war had been goose-stepping in preparation 
purposes is likely to be on the downward for the war that was to come. Its indus-
grade. Such statements ape made not by tries had been regimented and organized 
mere theorists who are out of touch with with the single purpose of making , its 
the . practical requirements of the situa- military force irresistible. The output of 
tion but by hard-headed men who have those industries for civilian life was so 
.. been right in' the center of the struggle restricted that in the ordinary affairs of 
for production and who have had oppor- life the entire population was kept on a 
tunity to be familiar with all its phases. war footing through that whole period, 
* * * and under rigid government control the 
ONE OF THE MEN QUOTED ON nation's production had been on a scale 
this subject is Pienry J. Kaiser, who has of effi<;iency with which it was confident-
achieved wonders in the field of industry ly believed no mere democratic people 
and who is thoroughly familiar with its could successfully compete. 
numerous problems. Mr. Kaiser is con- · * * * ... 
vinced that the time has come when at- THAT THE GERMAN MACHINE, UN-
tention must be given to the gradual re- der rigid totalitarian control, was highly 
turn of many of our present war-time in- efficient in many ways is undeniable. It 
dustries to peace-time production. Donald had built a military structure the most 
J. Nelson, head -0f the war production powerful the world had ever seen and its 
board, says the major problems of man- material equipment was the marvel of 
power and supply of material for war all beholders. Yet within a little more 
production' have been solved and that al- than two years American democracy has 
ready in some departments material and achieved far ipore than · the best that to-
plants are being released for production talitarian Germany could do in 10 years. 
for civilian use. Others, similarly famil- From raw civilians it has organized and 
iar with the facts, are reported to concur trained a fighting force of 10 million 
substantially in these opinions. which on a dozen fronts has dealt sue-* * * \ cessf ully with the professionals of Ger-
many and Japan. It has eclipsed all oth-
IT IS NOT TO BE UNDERSTOOD er nations in production of war material. 
th.at we. have yet enough of everything Not only has it supplied its own forces, 
with which to carry on the war. We have but it has delivered millions of tons of 
y~~ before ~se in Europe and in t~e Pa- · fighting instruments to its Allies and the 
c1f1c the maJor efforts of the war and no disasters that have overtaken German 
one can · foresee the demands that will be armies in Russia are due in no small 
!11ade. on our production when the real measure to the use of American equip-
mvas10n of Germany and the concentrat- ment in Russian hands. 
ed attack on Japan ~re fully under way. * * * 
That we shall need then incalculable ALL OF THIS BE IT REMEMBERED 
quantitie~ of some m~terial_s as well · as has been done b; a democratic nation un: 
our max1mu~ manpo~e: 1s taken f~r der a system of free enterprise. Our in-
granted. Bu~ .m the opm1~n of t~os~ m dustries have required government direc-
the best position to know, m certam Imes tion and ·co-ordination. under the abnor-
we have already produced . all that is mal conditions of war and in some meas-
likely to be needed.- ure they have· been s~bjected to govern-
* * * ment control. But essentially they re-
IT WAS THE BELIEF OF GERMAN main, as .they were, private enterprises, 
leaders that entrance of the United States dependent on the· skill, resourcefulness 
into the war might safely be ignored be· and imagination of private individuals, 
cause it would be impossible for this na- and it is upon those factors that the hope 
tion to convert American industry to war of American industry for the future rests, 
production on the scale that would be as it is to them that its past success is 
necessary to make the nation's power ef- due. 
THE WORDS OF THE RUSSIAN NA· 
tional hymn have been changed so as to 
express sentiment quite different from 
that which appeared in the "Interna-
tionale." The latter song was intended to 
be worl~wide in its application, just a.s 
the comintern, which had its headquar-
ters in Moscow, asserted itself a.s the 
representative of the "workers of the 
world. Nationalism had no place in the 
philosophy of those who organized the 
comintern and wrote the lines of the "In-
ternationale." They conceived "One 
World" in which all power should be 
vested in the "toilers." National senti-
ment and national loyalties had no place 
in their thinking, and the words of the 
"Internationale" constituted an appeal to 
the downtrodden and starvJng every• 
where 110 rise and seize by force the 
power which was held to be rightfully 
theirs. It was emphatically a war song. 
* * * 
RECENTLY THE SOVIET GOVERN· 
ment ordered the abolition of the 't!om· 
intern. Now the "Internationale" has 
been rewritten, not as a class song, but 
as a national hymn. Considerable cynical 
comment followed the announcement of 
t)le comintern's suspension, and doubt 
was expressed concerning the good faith 
of whatever action was actually taken. 
Undou_btedly the rewriting of the "Inter-
nationale" will bring forth similar com-
ment. We shall be reminded, as we have 
been in the past, that the be<ir, as well as 
the wolf, may don sheep's clothing. 
* * * I AM NOT PREPARED TO PASS 
judgment on what has taken place in 
Russia, but I suggest the possibility that 
Russia may be undergoing changes simi-
lar in their nature to those which many 
other nations have experienced, changes 
often expressed either in the language 
,,,, 
of national songs or in the treatment 
given them. National songs have usually 
been born of conflict, and in their early 
stages they have expressed something 
of the antagonism associated with con-
flict. Often with the lapse of time the 
acrimonius sentiment has subsided, and 
words which expressed them have been 
eliminated from the national songs, or, it 
used, have been used without thought of 
their original meaning. 
'* * * THE BRITISH NATIONAL AN· 
them, for example, contains these belig-
erent and provocative words: 
0 Lord, our God, · arise; 
Scatter his enemies 
And make them fall. 
Confound their politics r 
Frustrate their knavish tricks; 
On Thee our hope we fix; 
God save the king. 
Those words are no longer sung. Loyal 
Britons now sing an inoffensive suppli-
cation in which all but avowed enemies 
can join. 
* * * 
ONE OF THE MOST STIRRING OF 
nationalistic hymns is the Welsh "Men 
of Harlech," whose words breathe fire 
and slaughter against the "Saxon foe." 
But most Welshmen have long .since for-
gotten that the Saxons were ever their 
foes, as have the Saxons themselves. The 
words based on ancient conflict, though 
used, have become meaningless. 
* * * THE FRENCH ''MARSEILLAISE" 
for generations has been an expression 
of French nationalism, but written in 
the heat of conflict it was as universal 
and as revolutionary as the "Interna-
tionale." Its revolutionary character has 
been forgotten. 
* * * OUR OWN "STAR SPANGLED BAN-
ner" was written while an enemy was 
bombarding one of our forts. It expres-
sed, as it was intended to do, the anger 
which a loyal American might be expect-
ed to feel at the moment. The words of 
the song have not been revised, but by 
common consent there are omitted in 
popular use the words of anger once so 
appropriate, but which have long since 
ceased to apply. One song of a different 
type is "America." It is full of lofty sen-
timent, and it expresses no anger or hat-
red. But it did not become the national an-
them. In still another category is Julia 
W~rde Howe's "Battle Hymn of the Re-
public." It was born of conflict; both 
words and music have the true martial 
ring; its thought is inspiring; but it ,eon-
tains neither anger nor bitterness. 
* * * 
RUSSIA'S RECAST HLMN APPEALS 
to the national spirit of the Russian peo-
ple and not to the destructive revolution-
ary spirit of the world. If, as it appears, 
it marks a change in the attitude and out-
look of Russian leadership it is sympto-
matic of a constructive process similar to 
that which has marked the history of 
many other nations. 
By W. P. Davies 
WELL, IT WASN'T A WHITE 
Christmas in this part of the country, 
as the snow was held off until next day. 
But Christmas day was pleasant, never-
theless, the temperature for several 
hours being just about the freezing point, 
but just the same, the youngsters would 
~ave preferred a blanket of soft snow. 
i:here used to be a saying back east that 
a green Christmas makes a fat grave-
Jard." There Christmas may actually be 
green. The deciduous trees are bare, of 
uourse, but often the grass and other 
vegetation retains its summer color until 
after midwinter, and it is traditional that 
BUch an open season is productive of 
:much illness and many deaths. Here, al-
though the weather may be mild, the 
ll'eenness is gone from the landscape. 
* * * 
SUCH A MILD CHRISTMAS AS THE 
tec;-ent one invariably prompts the ques-
tion "Did you ever see such another 
Christmas day as this?" One runs across 
the impression that a little variation from 
the usual is unprecedented. I haven't 
taken the trouble to check up on the sub-
ject, but I feel quite certain that I have 
.known several Christmas days quite as 
~nowless, and mild, and pleasant as last 
Saturday was. And no matter what the 
weather is on a given winter day, one 
aould usually find a duplicate for it in 
the records of not so many years. There 
are exceptions, of course. Occasionally 
'there is a record breaker. 
* * ·* 
WE CAME NEAR BREAKING A 
l'eeord 10 years ago. Christmas day, 1933, 
was not the coldest recorded in Grand 
Forks, but it equaled the record for all 
our Christmas days here. The tempera-
ture got down to 30 below zero. That 
degree of cold had been recorded for only 
cme earlier Christmas day since the 
Weather station was established at the 
University. The other minus 30 Christ-
1nas was in 1892. 
* * * 
HOWEVER, CHRISTMAS DAY, 1943, 
while it equaled one record, was prelim-
inary to the actual shattering of another, 
tor on the morning of December 28 in that 
year the temperature reached 37 below 
zero, the coldest point ever reached for 
a December day at the University weath-
er station. And that made us feel a little 
chesty. 
* * * DO WILDCATS EVER ATTACK HU-
man beings? A 16-year-old boy ih the 
Canadian province of New Brunswick is 
sure they do. Early in the month, accord-
ing to an eastern news dispatch, as the 
lad was returning from work in the 
woods, a wild cat pounced on him from 
the branches of a tree beneath which he 
was passing. H-e fought the animal off 
with his ax and wounded it so that it re-
tired from the fray. The boy was severely 
lacerated but suffered no grave injuries. 
* * * WHETHER THIS OR THAT WILD 
.animal will attack a human being unpro-
voked has long been the subject of ar-
gument. Contrad!icting the statements 
often made that none of the American 
members of the cat tribe will attack a 
human bein unless forced or fri hte 
into a fight or in defense of young, are 
the numerous specific and apparently 
well authenticated stories of such un-
provoked attacks actually having been 
made. 
* * * 
I NEVER SAW A WILD CAT AT 
large, but when a boy I often heard in 
the Canadian woods the screams of an 
animal which everyone said was a wild 
cat, and I have seen the carcasses of a 
few of the animals which had been killed 
by hunters of the neighborhood. To us 
boys the wild cat was a fearsome animal. 
While none of · the neighbors reported 
having been attacked by the cats, there 
were all sorts of stories of such attacks 
in distant parts of the country and we 
believed them all. After hearing' ·one of 
those animals scream you couldn't have 
coaxed one of us into the woods at night. 
The cats were supposed to sleep in the 
daytime. 
COMRADE STALIN HAVING SUB-
stituted different words for those of the 
Russian ''Internationale," George Ber-
nard Shaw has undertaken to · revise the 
British national anthem. (;:!onsidering the 
first stanza inoffensive he makes the 
second read as follows: 
"0, Lord, our God, arise! 
All our salvation lies 
· In Thy great hands! 
Center his {the king's) thoughts 
on Thee, 
Let him God's captain be! 
Thine to eternity, 
God save the king;" 
* * * 
CERTAINLY THIS IS MORE IN 
keeping with the holiday spirit than the 
~tition to "Confound their politics; frus-
trate their knavish tricks," appearing in 
the standard version. Shaw's version does 
him credit, and it is a welcome variation 
from the alternate cynicism and buffoon-
ery so characteristic of Shaw. 
* * * 
THE SHAW VERSION, HOWEVER, 
is likely to meet the fate of most other 
amendments to national anthems-no-
body will sing it. As a matter of fact, 
people don't sing the original of that 
second stanza, any more than they sing 
all o.f "America,'' or "The Star Spangled 
Banner." I have no idea how old ''God 
Save the King" is, but its several peti-
tions, including thee politica~ ones, were 
not written originally for King George 
MI. They were sung for his great-grand-
mother, Victoria, and, I suppose, for sev-
eral of her predecessors. 
* * * EACH LANGUAGE HAS A TONE OF 
its own, and a good many years ago some 
writer, now unknown, compared several 
of them to musical instruments, with the 
following result: 
* * * 
Greek's a harp we love to hear, 
Latin is a trumpet clear; 
Spanish like an organ swells. 
Italian rings its silver bells; 
France with many a frolic mien 
Tunes its sprightly violin; 
Loud the German rolls its drums 
When Russia with its clashing cymbals 
comes. 
;But Britain's sons may well rejoice. 
For English-'tis the human voice. j 
Those lines were published many years 
ago in the Atlantic Monthly and have 
only recently been resurrected. 
* . * * 
A WRITER IN THE CORONET MAG-
azine unwittingly got his geographical 
TNires crossed when he wrote the follow· 
mg: 
"A large flour mill at Grand Rapids is 
operated by the state of North Dakota. 
. Advertising is conveniently provided by a 
law which makes it illegal for any offi. 
cial ofi the state to issue any paper-
whether check or proclamation, tax re-
ceipt or letterhead-that does not adver-
tise the state's brand of flour.'' 
* * * UNDOUBTEDLY THE WRITER 
knows that Grand Rapids is where they 
make furniture, and that it is at Grand 
Forks that the state of North Dakota 
grinds flour. I'm glad I am not . in the 
milling business in North Dakota. I think 
it would irritate me greatly to be remind-
ed every time I saw a piece of state print-
ing that I was paying taxes to advertise 
the product of a competitor. 
* * * 
MORE STEEL FACTORIES WERE 
closed because of the strike. That must 
have been cheering news to the boys in 
It.aly, in the air, in the Pacific. Those 
boys are not doing any striking. 
By W. P. Davies There's a new foot on the :floor, my 
friend, 
And a new face at the door, my jrlend 
A new face at the door. 
* * * GRANDER AND MORE SOLEMN 
are those more familiar lines: 
RING OUT, WILD BELLS. 
Ring out, wild bells, to the wild sky, 
The flying cloud, the frosty light, 
The year ls dying in the night. 
Ring out, wild bells, and let him die. 
Ring out the old, ring out the new, 
Ring, happy bells, across the snow; 
The year is going, let him go; 
Ring out the false, ring in the true. 
1 '.AS THE YEAR COMES TO A CLOSE 
lllere .ia a turning of thought toward the 
put, and no matter what the old year 
.JM.Y have brought us, there is a touch 
of sadness in our farewell. And, as we 
•pproach the New Year, it is often with 
high resolve, and always with hope. Few 
feel so utterly defeated as not to hope 
that the coming year will be better than 
the last. Tennyson has succeeded, better, 
perhaps, than any other poet, in inter-
preting the two moods in which we bid 
farewell to the old year and welcome the 
new. I have used two of his poems on that 
eubject before, and because I feel that 
they have never been more timely and 
appropriate than in this present time o.f Ring out the grief that saps the mind, 
-.,on.fusion I repeat them here: For those that here we see no more; 
* * * Rini out the feud of rich and poor, 
DEATH OF THE OLD nAR. )ting in redress to all mankind. · 
l'all lmee-deep lies the winter snow, 
lf\nd the winter winds are wearily sighing 
!!roll ye the church-bell sad and slow. 
~nd tread softly and speak low~ 
l'or the old year lies a-dying. · 
Old year, you must not diei 
:You came to us so re;adily, 
You lived with us so steadily, 
Old year, you shall 21ot die. 
Ile lieth stlll: he does not move: 
:He will not see the dawn oi day. 
-Re hath no other life above. 
,)le brought me a friend and a u-ue true-
love, 
nd the New-year will take 'em away. 
Old year, you must not go; 
So long as you have been with us, 
Such joy as you have seen with U.t, 
Old year, you shall not go. 
,ale frothed his bumpers to the brimi 
:A jollier year we shall not see; 
:But. though his eyes are waxing dim, 
nd tho' his foes speak ill of him. 
He was a friend to me. 
Old year, you shall not die; 
We did so laugh and cry with you, 
I've half a mind to die with you, 
Old year, if you must die. • 
He was full of joke and jest, 
But all his merry quips are o'er. 
To see him die, across the waste · 
His son and heir doth ride post-haste, 
But he'll be dead before. 
Every one for his own. 
The night is starry and cold, my 
friend, 
.And the New Year blithe and bold my 
friend 
Comes up to take Ills own. 
llow hard he breathes! over the mow 
I heard just now the crowing cock. 
11be shadows flicker to and fro: 
t'l'he cricket chirp: the light bums low: 
-rJ. nearly twelve o'clock. 
Shake hands before you die, 
Old year, we'll dearly rue for you z 
What is it we can do for you? 
Speak out before you die. 
~is face is growing sharp and thin 
:Alack! our friend is gone. 
Close up his eyes: Tie up his chin; 
Step from the corpse, and let him in 
l'.['hat standeth there alone 
And waiteth at the door. 
Ring out a slowly dying cause, 
And ancient forms of party strife, 
Ring in the nobler modes of life, 
With 9Weeter manners, purer laWJS. 
Ring out the want, the care, the sin, 
The faithless coldness of the times: 
Ring out, ring out my mournful 
rhymes, 
But ring the fuller minstrel in. 
Ring out false pride in place and blood, 
The civic slander and the spite; 
Ring in the love of truth and right, 
Ring in the common love of good. 
Ring out old shapes of foul disease: 
Ring out the narrowing lust of gold; 
Ring out the thousand wars of old, 
Ring in the thou.sand years of peace. 
Ring in the valiant man and free, 
The larger he,rt, the kindlier hand; 
Ring out the darkness of the land, 
Ring in the Christ that is to be. ... 
